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An alternative description is provided for the estimate appearing in Franklin’s 
method for statistical extension of ill-posed linear problems. This alternative 
characterization is used to explain certain stability features of the method 
which had previously been observed in actual computations and upon which the 
methods applicability depends. A numerical example appearing in Franklin’s 
original paper is appropriately analyzed. 
To be we11 posed in the sense of Hadamard [5], a problem must satisfy the 
three criteria: existence, uniqueness, and stability of solutions. In other words, 
it must have a unique solution depending continuously upon the data. 
It is now well known that many problems of mathematical physics are unstable 
in the form in which they naturally arise. Instability gives rise to an uncertainty 
of unacceptable proportions whenever the smallest inexactitude in the data is 
present. Typically, there will be a family of “solutions” diverse among them- 
selves but consistent with the data to within whatever margin of error must be 
allowed. In the worst possible cases, the scope for error in making a naive 
choice of one member of that family is infinite. Let us refer then to the original 
form of the problem as its “naive form” accepting that insufficient direction is 
being provided for an approximating endeavor. 
In the Iast few decades, interest has nonetheless been established in seeking 
solutions which are in some manner “special.” This makes eminent practical 
sense when the “special” features correspond to extra information which 
one might possess in a real application. This information might come in the 
form of a definite restriction on what one shall consider “solutions” and lead to a 
constraint to be adjoined to the conditions of the naive form. Equally plausibly, 
the information might be statistical and suggest a statistical estimate. Both 
statistical and deterministic methods for unstable problems exist. Examples of 
the former are found in Lavrentiev [7], Sudakov and Kalfin [13], Strand and 
Westwater [12] and Franklin [2] ( o cardinal importance to this work). Examples f  
of the latter are in John [6], B uz ee and Carasso [l], Tikhonov [14], Miller [8-lo] b 
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and Franklin [3] to name but a few. One’s hope is that his information be it of 
either type will lead him to the solution of a related well-posed problem which 
will be referred to here as a “well-posed extension” (of the unstable problem.) 
In this paper, an alternative view of Franklin’s statistical method is to be 
explored. Assuming the conditions necessary for its application prevail, J 
deterministic extension will be constructed whose solution agrees with the 
Franklin estimate. This other characterization of the estimate will explain 
certain key computational features which defy esplanation through pureI!- 
statistical analysis. An esample on which Franklin performed numerical compu- 
tations will be examined for its illustrative value. 
It is important to understand at the outset that a connection in the philo- 
sophical intents of statistical and deterministic methods is not envisioned. The 
constructed extension will embody a constraint which need not be the direct and 
natural product of the kind of deterministic information one would ever possess. 
Our interest in the constraint remains, to the end, very much dependent on its 
statistical origin. (This will be apparent when the construction is effected.) 
The purpose of this analysis is in assessing the computational effectiveness of 
Franklin’s method in actual applications. It will provide some idea of how and 
when insensitivity- of the estimate to certain statistical assumptions might be 
realized. 
The material is organized into four sections. The first is concerned with this 
discussion’s deterministic framework. Miller [IO] has more than enough back- 
ground material-a few key results to be found there will be given in the appro- 
priate context. This will be followed in Section 2 by a very brief review of 
Franklin’s method. Sufficient detail to state the extension is all that will be 
supplied. The final construction (in Section 3) of the deterministic analog for 
Franklin’s method will enable us to understand the stability features just 
mentioned. The numerical example will be analyzed in the fourth and final 
section. 
1. THE DETERMINISTIC SETTING (cf. Miller [lo]) 
All extensions to be encountered here are of unstable linear inverse problems 
on Hilbert spaces. 
Let K be a bounded, linear one-to-one mapping from a real Hilbert space 
H,(., .)r into another H,(., .)a . Without loss of generality, let us assume that 
the image of Hr under K (Ran K) is dense in H, . 
A simple linear inverse problem on HI and H2 would be to find f, in HI 
satisfying 
wo = go l (1.1) 
1 Here and throughout, the subscript 0 will be used to denote exactitude-in data 
or solution. 
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for some given g, in Ran K. The solution to (1.1) defines the solution operator or 
inverse of K denoted K-l. That is to say, 
fo = K-h (l-2) 
is to be equivalent to (1.1). The element g, is the data for the linear inverse 
problem (1.1) and f, is the solution. 
Now suppose that our attempt to measure or to represent g, is subject to an 
error of norm as much as E. That is, assume our given data is, in fact, g which 
is known to satisfy 
llg -gg,II, 6c (1.3) 
and from this data, we wish to obtain an approximation for f,, satisfying (1.1). 
Equivalently, we desire to obtain f, as accurately as possible when it is known 
to satisfy 
II W,, - g II < 6. (1.4) 
If  the operator K-l were bounded, this would be a sensible goal. That would be a 
stable situation and (1.1) would be well posed. Our interest will be in the contrary 
case so K-l is to be unbounded. A naive choice off satisfying (1.4) in place of 
+ $ght then be arbitrarily erroneous, that is ilf - fs 11 , might be arbitrarily 
ar . 
Progress beyond this impasse is possible if we have more information about 
f,, than is contained in (1.4). Let us assume f,, is known to satisfy a constraint 
of the form 
E is to be a real scalar and B a linear mapping from Hr into itself. It is con- 
venient to replace (1.5) by the equivalent condition 
(fo , B*Bf,), * < E’. (1.6) 
B*B is a mapping from Hr into itself which is self-adjoint. We shall have to 
allow it to be unbounded and defined on a subset of Hr (rather than all of Hi) 
for (1.6) to be sufficiently strong to provide the all-important stabilizing effect. 
The set of allowable solutions is now to consist of those elements of HI in the 
domain of B*B and satisfying (1.4) and (1.6). A good deal of residual uncertainty 
may still remain. The diameter of the set of elements in HI still identifiable as 
solutions is easily seen to be bounded by twice the quantity M(E, E) where 
A(<, E) =: sup{I/ x lir: x E Dom B*B; (I Kx II2 < E; (x, B*Bx), < E*). (1.7) 
2 We will really need only to concern ourselves with defining or recognizing B*B 
rather than B itself. 
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The best one could hope for in obtaining an approximation f is that it be 
from (roughly speaking) the middle of the solution set and hence lie within 
&(E, E) of any f, satisfying (1.4) and (1.6). 
DEFINITION 1.8. The problem (1.4)-( 1.5) is stable (with respect to /I I$ if 
.&z’(E, E) tends to zero with E (for fixed E). This would mean that under the 
restriction (1.6), our knowledge of the solution tends to perfection as our 
knowledge of the data does. 
Miller considered the problem of finding f minimizing 
;I Kf - g II; + (c/E)” II Bfl;: = II Kf - s” II: + (qW2 (f, B*Bf), (1.9) 
and showed it would solve the (well-posed) problem 
[K*K + (E/E)~ B*B] f = K*g. (1.10) 
The error in approximating any f. satisfying (1.4) and (1.6) was shown to be 
bounded by 2r/sA’(~, E)-within a factor 2l/” of the best achievable error bound. 
Thus (1.10) is an excellent extension of the original problem making very 
nearly optimal use of supplied information. 
One notices that for small enough E, the solution set ultimately becomes empty. 
In usual applications with E set to 1,3 this does not happen for E of typical 
computational size (1O-3 to lO-6). (Of course an empty solution set would mean 
we began with spurious information!) 
In our deterministic appraisal, the quantity .A’(E, 1) will be examined for 
small E. Before leaving this section, a result will be established which will be 
useful in estimating .A(<, 1) in examples to be presented later. 
Suppose Hr is separable; K*K and B*B both decomposable with respect to 
the same complete, orthogonal sequence ($,2} of eigen-elements. That is to say, 
for h in Dom B*B, 
K*Kh := f A,(h, +,Jl& and B*Bh = f $ (11, Cn)r4n , (1.11) 
II -1 ?I=1 
An and qn being positive and tending to zero as n tends to infinity. Then for h in 
Dom B*B and satisfying the conditions pertinent to calculation of J%‘(E, l), 
3 Al suitable scaling of B*B always enables us to choose E = I. 
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and this must be true for all integers N > 0. So finally, 
If as is often the case, h, and qla happen to be monotone nonincreasing, the 
estimate (1.12) can be simplified. The value of N for which the inf is achieved 
will be the greatest integer less than (or equal to) n* where (n*, A*) is the point 
of intersection of the (interpolation) curves of •“/(X,)~/~ and (Q/2 plotted 
against tl. The estimate becomes 
d2(E, I) d (~2/hN) + qN+l < 2d*2(5 1). (1.13) 
The Three Norm Lemma of Miller [S, p. 1281 h s ows that this is within a factor 
two of being the best possible estimate for d2(~, 1). 
2. A REVIEW OF FRANKLIN'S STATISTICAL METHOD 
This discussion will be kept as short as possible, delving only as deeply into 
the statistics as is necessary to state the results. For more detail, the reader is 
referred to the original paper Franklin [2]. 
Let H,(-, .)1 and H,(., *)2 be Hilbert spaces; K, a bounded linear one-to-one 
mapping from HI into H2 as before. Instead of writing 
Franklin wrote 
II KIfLl -g II2 < E? 
Kfo+n=g; foEHI; n,gcH2. (2-l) 
Here n, the unknown difference between Kf, and g is referred to as “noise.” 
Rather than placing a deterministic bound of E on the noise norm, Franklin 
regarded (2.1) as an instance of a statement about three random processes which 
he called the “signal,” “noise,” and “data processes.” The general equation 
relating the three could be written 
Ku, + u, = us . (24 
(u2 = n would represent a particular sample from the noise process.) Sought was 
a best linear estimate (in a well-defined “least-squares” sense) of the signal u1 
in terms of the data us . 
Note that the random processes are over the Hilbert spaces HI and H2 . 
Franklin defined such processes as well as their auto-correlation and cross- 
correlation operators. Having assumed knowledge of the correlations, the best 
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linear estimate problem was solved in terms of them. It was shown that for a 
sample ua = g from the data process, ur should be estimated by 
f = (Rl,K* + R,,) (KR,,K* - KRp2R,*?K* + R,J’,a. (2.3) 
(Here Rij is the correlation operator between the i and j process. R,, and R,, 
are autocorrelations.) 
As a consequence of their definitions (omitted here), the correlation operators 
always have the following properties: 
(a) Rii: Hi+ Hj; i, j = I,2 are bounded; 
(b) Rij = R;; i,j = 1,2; (2.4) 
(4 (hi , Rd4i > 0 for 0 # hi E Hi , i= 1,2. 
In actual computations, further simplifying requirements on the Rij are 
usually imposed. These are convenient physical conditions to be assumed about 
the signal and noise processes. One generally makes them unless his particular 
application clearly contraindicates them. Subsequent analysis here zoill assume 
they are applicable. 
(a) R,, = R,, E 0 (signal and noise uncorrelated). 
(b) R2, = 31 (where v  is a small scalar parameter). 
(2.5) 
[Property (2.5b) is called “the white noise condition,” v  being the (white) “noise 
amplitude.“] Under these assumptions, 2.3 becomes 
f = R,,K*(KR,lK* + ?I)-‘g. (2.6) 
The f in (2.6) is, from the statistical point of view, an estimate as has already 
been mentioned. However, one can also regard (2.6) as a definite specification 
of an element f in HI in terms of an element g in Hz , There is no uncertainty 
inherent in (2.6) once we have knowledge of R,, and V. Now the question suggests 
itself. “Can a deterministic method of the sort described in Section 1 give rise 
to the solution implied by (2.6) ?” The answer proves to be affirmative. 
The computational success of Franklin’s method depends on the estimate’s 
being rather insensitive to the statistical assumptions made. 
In particular, it should be insensitive to the choice of the white noise ampli- 
tude V. Franklin found that for his computational examples this was indeed the 
case. We shall soon be in a position to see why. 
3. THE DETERMINISTIC INTERPRETATION 
To elaborate upon the question raised at the end of Section 2, we wish to 
find how to interpret (2.6) as an attempt to approximate f. satisfying 
II Wo - g II -i 6, (fo 9 B*Bf), G 1 
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by means off minimizing 
II w - g 11; + 45 B*f!f)l . 
All this entails is suitably identifying E and B*B in terms of the operators and 
scalars appearing in Franklin’s method. The minimizingfsatisfies (see Section I) 
[K*K + SB*B]f = K’lg -f = [K*K + c2B*B]-l K*g. 
Thus we seek to arrange (comparing (3.1) and (2.6)) that 
(3.1) 
RllK*(KRllK* + 91)-l = (K*K $ c2B*B)-l K* 
o (K*K + c2B*B) R,,K* = K*(KR,,K* + v21) 
0 E~B*BR~~K* = GK*. 
Now from (3.3), we see our goal is realized by choosing 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
B”B = R;,, 
E = v. 




Furthermore the rror in such approximation is by Section 1 at most 
21/2Aqv, l), (3.6) 
where 
&(v, 1) = sup(I/ x J: x E Ran Rll; (x, R;,l.rc), < 1; 11 Kx /I2 < v}. 
Now the insensitivity of the estimates to v  is readily appreciated. If  v1 and va 
are two values of v  giving rise to estimates fi and f2 , respectively, via (2.6), then 
iffa satisfies (3.5) for both vi and v2 . 
llfl -.h III < llfi -fo Ill + llh -fo Ill < 21’2.4w5, 1) + 21’2J+, , 1). (3.7) 
This might be expected to be a rather crude estimate inasmuch as it bounds 
the distance between two points in HI by the sum of their distances to a third 
(pessimistically located) point. Nonetheless, the effect is now clear. I f  A(<, 1) 
gets small with E, the estimate will be v-insensitive for small v. 
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Let us look now at the esample (harmonic continuation) for which Franklin 
performed computations. 
4. THE I~TUMERICAL EXAMPLE-HARMONIC CONTINUATION 
The ordinary Dirichlet problem for the unit circle is to find a function u(r, 8) 
satisfying 
Au = 0, O<Y<l, 
4 1 I 0) = f#), 0 < e c 2m, 
(4.1) 
for some f0 in L2[0, 23~1. The problem of finding U(P, 0) on a specified interior 
circle (radius r = p) is well posed on L2[0, 2~1. The inverse problem would be 
to recover f(0) above given U(P, 0). This can be written as an unstable linear 
inverse problem 
wo = go 9 (4.2) 
where K is a bounded, linear mapping from P[O, 21~1 into itself; g,(B) denotes 
U(F, 0). In terms of Section 1, identify Hr = HZ = L,[O, 27~1 with the inner 
product (., .) defined by 
In applying his method (cf. Section 2), Franklin made the white noise assump- 
tion, assumed uncorrelated signal and noise processes and used the signal 
autocorrelation operator defined by 
w(e) = Szn 6 exd-P Wt(e ~- C)l>f(+) 4 
0 
for various choices of 6 and ,Q. The rationale for using such an R,, lay in relating S 
and /3 to how large and how oscillatory the solutionf, was anticipated to be. The 
“size” and “roughness” associated with the R,, were shown to be Wa and 
(/3/2)1/2, respectively.4 Actual computations had size set to 1 and roughness 
values of 1, 2, 5, 7. (So ,6 was assigned values 2, 8, 50, 98.) Computed results 
using discretized versions of (2.6) with p = 0.5 were insensitive to the choice of v  
and gave good agreement with the exact solutionjo for the test cases tried. (The 
white noise amplitude v  was set to 1O-3 and 1O-6 in trial calculations.) 
To bring our deterministic appraisal of this v-instability to bear, let us consider 
&(v, 1) for the appropriate values of the parameters. 
‘Size and roughness need not be defined for this nonstatistical discussion. What 
they, in fact, measure is self-suggestive. 
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Separation of variables leads to the following decomposition for K*K. For f  
in L2[0, 27r], 
where 
K*Kf = f Uf, dn) +n 9 (45) 
VI=1 
A1 = 1; A,, = X2k+l = p‘; k = 1, 2,.... 
Noting that R,,f is the convolution off with the function 6 exp{-/3 sin2[6/2]} 
and that 4n’~ are the Fourier expansion functions, we can exploit the convolution 
theorem for Fourier series to get a decomposition for R,,f in terms of the same 
basis. Indeed, it is readily shown that 
&If = : %z(f,9n)dn; 
?l=l 
q1 = 27rSe-e/210(@/2); 
(4.6) 
7jer = v2p+l = 27rSe-BoI&3/2), k = 1, 2,..., 
where the I, denote modified Bessel functions of integer order. The constraints 
take the form discussed at the end of Section 1 with monotone nonincreasing 
h,‘s and oh’s. 
The relevant plots of (v#/” and V/(X,) lp appear in Fig. 4.7. As v  decreases 
continuously, the point of intersection of the two curves moves downward from 
a relatively flat portion of the (7,) l/2 curve to a much more rapidly decreasing 
part. Convergence, as measured by &‘(v, 1) b ecomes good after the latter situa- 
tion prevails. This happens rapidly for the small values of 18 used5 and much 
more slowly for the larger j3’s. The values of &(v, 1) realized for the various /3 
and v  are given in Table 4.8. Having qn’s which tail off so very sharply imposes 
an effective truncation on series representations of admissible solutions the 
number of terms effectively admitted increasing with p. In this particular 
application, this method though motivated statistically can be expected to behave 
computationally very like a series truncation method for the small values of /3. 
The ratio log &‘: log v  (the power to which v  must be raised to give J&‘) is a 
useful measure of convergence. It gives, roughly speaking, the fraction of 
significant figures present in the data which will be retained in the solution.6 
As is apparent, convergence is quite good for small B’s and quite bad for large /3’s. 
5 It will be noted that for ,9 = 2 or 8; Y = lOmE, the ordinate of intersection is too 
small to be apparent in Fig. 4.7 (scaled as it is). These case were in fact handled on a 
differently scaled plot. 
6 These remarks pertain solely to the deterministic point of viekv. 
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FIGURE 4.7. 
TABLE 4.8” 









2.5 x 1O-2 0.53 
2.6 x lo-” 0.60 
6.9 x 1O-2 0.39 
2.1 x 10-z 0.45 
3.1 x 10-l 0.17 
5.7 x IO-2 0.21 
4.0 x 10-l 0.13 
1.3 x 10-l 0.15 
5 Recall that p = 4 and 8 = 1 in all calculations performed. 
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5. CLOSING COMMENTS AND SUMMARY 
The white noise amplitude v  upon which statistical estimates in Franklin’s 
method depend is recognized as a convergence parameter. For small V, the 
corresponding estimate will hover about a limiting value and hence exhibit little 
variation with Y. This behavior will be observed whenever .&Y(v, 1) tends to 
zero with V. 
This analysis (especially as presented) does not, however, pretend to answer 
all the questions one might raise regarding computational applicability of 
Franklin’s method. The crudeness of the error estimates can give rise to a 
somewhat worse impression of stability than is, in fact, realized. (For instance, 
Franklin’s results for large /3 were better than Table 4.8 would lead one to 
expect.‘) An inkling of the computational stability restored is all this analysis 
(in the form presented) will supply. The error estimates must not be taken too 
seriously! 
In a real application, R,, will have to be constructed from statistical data. 
There is a danger of becoming overly enamored with convergence properties; 
thus inventing “autocorrelation” operators yielding good stability but lacking 
any practical origin. A good method will never claim to give something for 
nothing and using it to invent what would amount to little better than mathe- 
matical artifacts is the worst sort of abuse to which one could subject it. The 
final comment then is that this paper is not meant to suggest a mechanism for 
“improving” one’s Franklin estimates. The viewpoint established is merely 
one way of assessing the end product of this utilization of genuine information. 
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